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• Fieldwork took place 11th – 24th May 2015. The number of shifts undertaken on each route were 

calculated based upon passenger loadings figures provided by CalMac:

Fieldwork

Route Survey completions Number of questionnaires handed out Number of interviewing shifts

Ardrossan – Brodick 229 240 2

Claonaig – Lochranza 79 104 3

Rhubodach – Colintraive* 36 141 2

Fionnphort – Iona* 23 133 2

Fishnish – Lochaline 82 84 2

Kennacraig – Islay 137 170 2

Largs – Cumbrae Slip* 51 220 2

Oban – Coll/ Tiree 168 178 3

Oban – Craignure 236 240 2

Oban – Lismore 47 48 3

Tarbert LF – Portavadie 67 80 3

Tayinloan – Gigha 81 98 3

Wemyss Bay – Rothesay 207 215 2

• The survey was a pilot and routes were chosen because of their relatively close proximity to one 

another and the range of sailing lengths, from 5 minutes to 2 hours+. This enabled the testing of 

survey distribution methodologies in field according to the varied logistical and practical 

considerations likely to be encountered on different routes

* Very short crossing 

times meant 

participants would not 

have had time to 

complete a survey and 

return it to the field 

agent before 

disembarkation. On 

these crossings, 

questionnaires were 

distributed with a pre-

paid return envelope 

for respondents to 

return to Future 

Thinking in the post
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• The questionnaire was designed by Future Thinking in full collaboration with Transport Focus and 

CalMac to ensure transparency and alignment with project needs/ expectations. CalMac had 

conducted previous research and established specific profile categories which were also adopted 

within this survey

• The National Rail Passenger/ Bus and Tram Surveys were also used as a template to enable 

comparisons with these surveys

• A small ‘pre-pilot’ pilot was undertaken by an executive member of Future Thinking staff and a senior 

field agent to test the questionnaire in field. Feedback from passengers helped shape the 

questionnaire content, flow and logic etc. before deployment on a larger scale 

• The questionnaire design was primarily a choice-based format, asking respondents to choose answers 

either from lists or rating factors on a positive to negative scale. This enabled faster completion times 

and required less effort on behalf of the participant to complete, encouraging survey completion

• One open-ended question was included enabling passengers to share any improvements they would 

like CalMac to make to improve their journey experience

Questionnaire (I)
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Questionnaire (II)

• In-line with the National Rail Passenger Survey (NRPS), the survey asked participants to rate the 

crossing they were currently undertaking when handed the questionnaire. This provided an in-situ record 

of a real journey experience, rather than a respondent completing the survey based upon perceptions 

and recollections only

• Questions to examine the entire journey experience were included along with demographics, and 

covered a wide range of aspects including the booking process/ type of ticket used, type of vehicle used/ 

travelling on foot, ratings for numerous aspects of the slipway/ port, aspects of the ferry, timetable and 

service provisions. Questions to ascertain levels of trust in CalMac along with perceptions of the 

company as a community service provider were also included

• Because participants had yet to disembark when completing the questionnaire (answering about the 

journey they were currently undertaking), the survey asked any vehicle drivers who were making a return 

journey to write in the port/ slipway at which they disembarked on their outward journey and rate the 

disembarkation process at that port/ slipway

• The questionnaire was translated into Gaelic, available should any participant prefer to answer using this 

language. No Gaelic questionnaires were requested during this wave of fieldwork

• Online surveys were also programmed (in English and Gaelic) to be offered should a participant not have 

time to participate when asked. If the offer was accepted, the field agent was instructed to take an email 

address (explaining confidentiality commitments) to which a link to the online survey would be sent. No 

online surveys were requested
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Questionnaire distribution/ collection

• An on-board self-completion/ collection  methodology was utilised for this project. Field agents travelled 

on ferries and followed a pre-planned schedule for each route. Field agents handed out questionnaires 

to passengers and collected completed forms whilst on-board. There were no quotas: field agents were 

instructed to distribute/ collect as many completed surveys as possible on each crossing during their 

shift

• CalMac supplied Future Thinking field agents with tickets for each of the ferry crossings undertaken in 

connection with the research. Safety equipment was also supplied by CalMac

• This distribution/ collection methodology has proven on other transport modes (particularly rail) to be 

the most cost-effective method of achieving suitably robust participation numbers to enable analysis on 

an individual route basis

• The ‘pre-pilot’ pilot demonstrated that the questionnaire could be distributed to passengers, completed 

and returned to the field agent on a ferry crossing of no less than 20 minutes

• For crossings of only 5 – 10 minutes questionnaires were distributed to passengers waiting to board 

the ferry. Each questionnaire was distributed with a pre-paid return envelope, enabling participants to 

complete the survey later on and return it to Future Thinking through the post. The schedule followed 

by field agents on short crossings allowed questionnaires to be distributed at ports/ slipways at either 

end of the crossing, enabling ratings for each port/ slipway on the route to be collected
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• Ferry loading data (March – May) provided by CalMac revealed a wide variation in the numbers of 

passengers using each crossing (5,000+ – 150,000+) . For the pilot, routes carrying 30,000+ 

passengers March – May were allocated two interviewing shifts each, expecting 100+ questionnaire 

completions overall per route

• Smaller routes (in terms of footfall) were allocated three interviewing shifts each, expecting 75+ survey 

completions overall per route

• Interviewing took place on both weekdays and weekends. Routes where three shifts took place had two 

weekday and either a Saturday or Sunday shift allocated. Shifts took place across morning/ afternoon/ 

evening sailings as much as possible on each route to cover any diversities of journey purposes

• In order to simplify the logistical challenges of having field agents in place to cover shifts as well as 

maximising the number of questionnaire returns per route, rather than ‘hop-scotching’ between routes, 

each shift utilised an ‘out and back’ structure between the same two ports where possible

• Shift lengths varied depending upon the intensity/ frequency of service on each route but ranged from 

circa four hours to around nine hours

Interviewing schedule
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• Having collected completed forms, field agents returned them to Future Thinking’s High Wycombe office 

using Royal Mail ‘special delivery’ envelopes provided in their work packs. Questionnaire returns are 

completed the day after each shift ends (or as early as possible afterwards depending on the 

whereabouts of the nearest post office)

• Each interviewing shift had its own unique number (shifts 1 – 31) and each ferry crossing within each 

shift was also given its own unique ID number. Before handing out a questionnaire, the field agent will 

have transferred the shift number and ferry crossing ID number on to the questionnaire cover sheet in 

spaces provided. This allowed Future Thinking to identify individual responses, from any particular ferry 

crossing, from any day interviewing took place on each route 

• The written responses contained within the returned paper questionnaires were manually transferred 

into specialist research software capable of manipulating data and running analysis as required

• A series of ‘sense’ and ‘logic’ checks were performed on the resulting data tabulations to ensure the 

integrity of the figures        

Data compilation
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Data weighting

• Data weighting took place so that a methodology designed to capture the maximum number of 

responses per route (e.g. the number of completed surveys per route was not restricted) could then 

have data aligned to represent the actual proportions of people using each route

• CalMac provided Future Thinking with ferry loading data from May 2014 for each route surveyed. This 

allowed a percentage figure to be allocated to each of the routes according to their ‘size’ as determined 

by the loading figures 

• Weighting at a route level mostly impacted figures at a total level
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Questionnaire (pages 1 – 2)
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Questionnaire (pages 3 – 4)
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Questionnaire (pages 5 – 6)
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Questionnaire (page 7)


